In this supplementary online material we derive expected relationships between settlement population and a variety of measurable quantities related to urban infrastructure. These models are based on a view of settlements as social reactors in which individuals on average arrange themselves in space and time so as to balance the costs of movement with the benefits of social interaction. The average cost for a person to interact with others in space is set by the distance across the area A and is given by = = the average productivity of an interaction, 0 is the distance at which interaction occurs, is the average length of the path taken by an individual across space over some given time interval, and ⁄ is the population density of the mixing space, denoted by m). By equating costs equal to benefits (spatial equilibrium), = , one arrives at
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where = � 0 and = 2/3. Because ( ⁄ ) is approximately constant in any given context, Equation 1 implies that the total (maximal) area of mixing spaces should grow slower than population, such that mixing space is used more intensively, and becomes increasingly more crowded, as the population increases. The same logic can be used to define an expected relationship between the total built-up area and the total population. This relationship is known as the amorphous settlement model:
. (2) In this case, the pre-factor ( ⁄ ) excludes the fraction , and the length incorporated into = � 0 refers to the average daily path length of an individual across the settlement as a whole, not just within mixing space.
Equation 2 is just a first approximation, however, because it does not take into account any of the specific general structure of urban spaces, such as streets and buildings, and the constraints created by them. Note that Equation 2 sets an expectation on the maximum area of the settlement, because we have attributed net incomes to transportation, and not to other uses, thus setting the spatial boundary of the settlement by how much it may be worth to travel to any part of it.
As a result, the mixing area of the settlement is a subset of A. Conceptualiing how this area is threaded by communal spaces and street networks is necessary to make sense of our findings for ancient cities. The typical observation, supported by evidence in modern cities, is that area for communal spaces and street networks is gradually developed as the settlement grows in a density dependent way. In such a model, a portion of the overall settlement area is developed as an access network of open spaces and paths as settlements grow.
In modern cities, the detailed assumption that follows is that the average length of streets per capita equals the average distance between individuals over A, which is ~( / ) 1/2 . This works well in neighbourhoods where the block structure provides street fronts to all buildings. If there are buildings that are not directly connected to streets (as in slums) there will be a deficit of street network space. Thus, whether this assumption holds for ancient
cities remains an open question. Following this assumption, the total area of the access network is:
From here, one can substitute for and simplify, leading to:
argues that, as settlements grow, movement and interaction become increasingly structured by the access network, and so the area taken up by "networked" (as opposed to amorphous) settlements grows with population more rapidly than in the situation where a constant fraction of the land area is set aside for streets; namely, in accordance with the settlement population to the ( + 1) 2 ⁄ power, which in the case of = 2 3 ⁄ reduces to 5 6 ⁄ .
The pre-factor is important in the calculation, however, if the distance along the network between people changes with the size of the settlement. The original calculation demands that the network of streets worked on a number of different levels, from narrow local paths to wider streets crossing the city, to thread this maximal area, so that the total street length, , and total area of communal spaces and street networks, , obey the relationships
, where the total land area per person, which defines the parameter a, is ∼ −1 . In general, this decreases with population, i.e. the settlement densifies. The parameter * is the minimal width of the network and tends to not depend on city size; for example, imagine the width of doorways. Finally, the parameter ℓ is defined Our empirical results suggest that, unlike in modern cities, ℓ ∼ 1 6 , is not independent of city size. As a result, the length of streets scales more slowly than land area, interactions are more frequent than given by the pure density of people in the street network and public spaces (now scaling with an exponent 4/3>1) and congestion costs are commensurately higher too, increasing faster (also with an exponent 4/3) than in contemporary cities. The consequences of these expectations are discussed in the main text. 
